Leviton outlet wiring diagram

Dan has been a licensed journey-level electrician for some 17 years. He has extensive
experience in most areas of the electrical trade. Gavin St. Ours via Flickr. Most of the outlets in
your home are of the duplex varietyâ€”that is, you can plug two devices into them at one time. A
half-hot or switched outlet is a duplex outlet that has one half permanently "on" or ready to
provide electricity while the other half can be turned off and on via an ordinary wall switch.
While the entire duplex outlet could be turned on via a wall switch, only one of the two plug-ins
is usually switched; this leaves the other half permanently powered for other uses. This kind of
outlet is quite common in modern construction. If you plug a lamp into the switched side, you
can turn the light off and on via the wall switch. Half-hot outlets are most frequently found in
living rooms, but can be put into any location. Learning how to wire a switched outlet is not
difficult. It is similar to wiring a regular light fixture. Find out how below. Note: If you are
installing a new outlet or pulling additional wire to an existing one, please check this article
about adding an outlet ; it contains tips and suggestions for pulling wire to both new and
existing outlets. A half-hot or switched outlet is a double outlet that has one half permanently
on ready to provide electricity while the other half can be turned on and off via an ordinary wall
switch. The screwdriver is resting on the tab to be broken. Make sure you're working near the
screws that are brass-colored. Switch boxes in older homes usually used the white wire as a
power wire, not a neutral. So when the white wires in a switch box are spliced together, any that
go to a switch should be ignored and left right where they are. Do not splice those white wires
already on a switch to any other white wires, and especially not to the new white wire that is a
part of your new 3-wire cable. It wasn't until that the National Electric Code ruled that a white
wire being used as a neutral was required in the switch box. Prior to that, it was acceptable to
use the white as the switched "hot" wire, although a conscientious electrician would color it to
something else using magic marker, black tape, etc. So if you are replacing an older, existing
switched outlet, and if it has 2-wire cable between the outlet and the switch, then the white wire
is being used as either a permanent hot or as the switched power and IS NOT neutral. Care must
be taken to keep it separate from other white wires. A non-contact voltage detector can be
invaluable here for detecting power through the insulation of the wire. Make sure that the power
is off. A nasty shock is the least desirable outcome of your project. As noted above, there are
two possibilities for the incoming power: either in the switch box or in the outlet box. These will
be treated separately below. This is the preferred method of wiring a half-hot switched outlet,
because if the power is coming from the switch, it is most likely a lighting circuit that is
intended to operate lights, not outlets. Yes, you will probably have a lamp plugged in, but the
other half of the outlet could run anything. It is best if this outlet is on a circuit intended for
outlets. So if there is an option, use the power already in the outlet box. Diagram for a half-hot
switched outlet that gets power in the outlet box the preferred method. Wiring diagram for
power in the switch box not the preferred method, but acceptable. Content is for informational
or entertainment purposes only and does not substitute for personal counsel or professional
advice in business, financial, legal, or technical matters. Question: I have a garbage disposal
that is plugged into an outlet under my sink. That outlet is connected to a GFCI outlet. The
disposal is turned on by hitting the button on the GFCI. I want to change that so a separate
switch will power the disposal. Any suggestions? Open the hole, and install a 2-gang box in the
place of the one removed. Re-install the GFCI, but do not connect the wiring to the outlet under
the sink. Instead, splice the neutrals from the feed to the GFCI and the under-sink outlet
together, splice a short jumper to the black feed to the GFCI, and connect that jumper to a new
switch. Add the black wire to the under-sink outlet to the switch, install it in the new two gang
box, alongside the GFCI, and put a new cover plate on. This will remove the GFCI protection
from the disposal outlet, which is acceptable in most parts of the country. If you would rather
keep that protection, install the neutrals just as they were, put a jumper between the GFCI where
the undersink black wire used to be and the new switch, then put the undersink black to the
switch. As it is, the undersink is powered all the time; as long as the GFCI is not tripped. You
are using the test button on the GFCI to turn it and the under-sink outlet on and off; adding a
switch will eliminate that. Question: I have supposedly 4 half hot receptacles. The switch for
them controls nothing. Their receptacles are at full power. Everything should be wired properly.
I opened the switch box. The Red is connected to the White power and the Black to the White
power. Red to Black, nothing. All wires hanging loose still have full power to all receptacles.
Any ideas as to problem? Answer: Sounds like somewhere the black and red have been
connected together. Perhaps someone replaced an outlet or all of them in the past but failed to
cut the small tab between the two brass screws? All it would take is a single outlet done that
way to make them all unswitched. Question: I have 4 outlets in our bedroom running off a
switch. Reading back, I see your advice is to run pigtails off the reds, blacks and white wires
with the tab on the brass side broke off and the red wires attached at bottom brass screw? I

know you answered this on the single outlet, I'm making sure this how it's done on multiple
outlets running off of one switch. Answer: Assuming that the outlets are daisy chained - that is
one outlet to another to another, etc. There isn't room for that, so pigtails are necessary. And
yes, each outlet you wish to be switched will need the tab broken off. If you do NOT wish an
outlet to be switched, simply leave the switched wire probably red off and do not break the tab.
Is there a way to make any or all of the additional outlets switched? The 3-wire cable only goes
from the switch to the first outlet and the power source is in the switch box. Answer: Only if you
want the entire outlet switched. If that is acceptable, you will find the cable leading to the other
outlets in the first one that is switched. The black wire going to the rest of the outlets will be
connected to either the black or red wire coming from the switch; remove it and connect it to
the other wire. This is assuming that the feed to all the other outlets comes from the first,
switched. If it comes from the switch box unlikely the change could be made there, but if it does
not then you're likely out of luck. Question: I have a half hot receptacle with the bottom
switched and the top always hot. I want to change which one is switched. Is switching the hot
wire in a half-hot outlet as simple as swapping the black wires on the brass screws? Question:
My disposal and dishwasher are hooked up to the half n' half receptacle. It has worked fine for a
few months now except the dishwasher turns off when we turn the disposal on. Yesterday, the
disposal and dishwasher stopped working. There is still power going to the receptacle, but
neither is working. Is it possible for this type of set up to blow the internal fuse of both
appliances, is there something else going on? Answer: It could be possible that internal
breakers are tripping. There is a button somewhere on the disposal to re-set it. Look around it
for a small button that can be pushed; probably red in color. Question: I am wiring a new
bedroom with all outlets split and half switched. My power comes into an outlet in the middle of
the circuit. Can this be accomplished by running a 3 wire cable connecting the outlets? Answer:
Assuming both switched and unswitched power is available at that center outlet, yes. Connect
them all to each other with a 3 wire cable. Question: I have a light switch that powers a split
receptacle, but I want to redo the receptacle to make it both always hot. At the same time, I want
to redo the light switch to power new lights I am installing. Basically, the light switch will now
be used to power new lights and at the same time power the receptacle that will always be hot.
Is this possible? Answer: It is, only if there is a neutral in the switch box that does not connect
to the switch. If there is, take the wires off the switch and splice them together, along with a
short jumper back to the switch. The new wire to the new light will go to the other terminal on
the switch and the unused neutral in the switch box. Question: I have two white wires, one black
wire connected to the outlet an three other black wires just bunched together wrapped in
electrical tape not really capped and no ground wire. Do I splice the three black unused wires
together and use it in place of the red? Answer: I'm sorry, but it is impossible to tell you what to
do with the information given. You can troubleshoot it with a voltmeter, but there is really other
way to tell. But you have a much larger problem in that there is no ground. Without a ground,
you must use a GFCI outlet, and they cannot be switched; both of the outlets on a GFCI must
operate together and there is nowhere to put both a hot and a switched wire. It is both illegal
and very unsafe to put a grounding type outlet in without a ground unless it is a GFCI , and you
can't purchase an outlet that is not a grounding type. Question: I replaced my old half hot
switch with a new one. I snipped the tab between the brass screws. Both outlets are still hot,
and the switch doesn't control either of the two outlets. Two white wires on silver side and on
brass side red top and black on the bottom. I also replaced the switch and wired same as an old
switch. What could be wrong? One more thing is the switch controlled two outlets but I only
snipped one outlet so must I also snip the other outlet? Answer: Yes, you must also snip the tab
on the second outlet. Leaving it in place means that the hot wire and the switched wire are
connected; the switched wire will gather power from the hot wire and both will then become hot
whether on that outlet or on a different one. Question: I have room switches that seem to go
"nowhere. Answer: Trial and error is about all you can do. Keep flipping them until you can find
something happening. One possibility is that it is going outside, and maybe to something that
isn't there. I had a house once that had switches intended for future yard lights and simply
ended up in the crawl space under the house. Question: I just bought a house where in all of the
bedrooms all the outlets are half-hot to the wall switch. This seems overkill, and I would prefer
only one in each room be half-hot. How can this be done? Answer: Not too difficult, but it will
take a little time. First, figure out which half is permanently hot - I'll assume for discussion sake
it is the top half. With the breaker off, remove the outlet from the box. Remove the switched wire
and cap it with a wire nut, folding it neatly back into the box. Remove the top black wire and
splice it to two 6" jumper wires. Put one jumper on each of the brass screws, where the hot and
switched wires used to be. Alternatively, all the outlets could be replaced with new ones, wiring
each one with only the hot wire - the switched hot is capped off as before with a wire nut and

folded back into the box. Question: I have a receptacle in which the top plug is controlled by a
light switch. I am installing a ceiling fan in the room and want the top plug to be hot at all times
and use the switch only for the ceiling fan. Can I do so by simply buying a new receptacle, and
not breaking the brass tab? Answer: Yes you can. When you wire the new outlet only hook up
the "hot" wire to the outlet, not the switched wire. Just put a wire nut on the switched wire to
cap it off and tuck it back into the box. Alternatively, you can splice two pigtails to the "hot wire"
at the outlet and terminate one on each of the brass terminals so that each half of the outlet is
using the same source of power. Question: My ceiling light is not working. I tested the wiring at
the switch. I used the tester on black and white, and shows no power. When putting the tester
on black and ground, it shows power. Answer: If at the switch, you have power between black
and ground but none between black and neutral the most probable answer is a disconnected
white neutral somewhere. This assumes that the white is actually a neutral, not a switched
power - if the white is hooked to the switch then it is not neutral. If the white is on the switch, try
between the white and ground, flipping the switch both ways to check. Question: I am installing
a new outlet in my family room for a mounted TV, which I'm wiring off of an existing switched
outlet in the same bay Answer: You can, but there is a good chance that the red wire is the
switched one. I would think that for a TV you will want an unswitched hot rather than a switched
wire. Choose the wire that goes to the unswitched half of the outlet or, if the entire outlet is
switched and there is an extra black in the box that is not being used you might try that one.
Question: I have a dual outlet box that is switched both outlets are hot when switched on. I
would like to double the box to a four outlet box, two switched and two hot all the time. How do I
wire that? Answer: Assuming that you mean both halves of a single, duplex, outlet are switched
the first step is going to be to get a source of permanent hot to the box. You are basically going
to install a new, larger, box and add an outlet to it, and that means you will need a source of
power for the new outlet. Question: My receptacle outlet only has one hot black wire. It is
missing the red one that controls half the outlet through the switch. How can I fix this? Can I
pigtail a small piece of wire to the black hot wire on my receptacle? Would that work? Answer: If
your outlet only has one colored wire whether black or red it is either not switched at all or the
entire outlet is being switched. Either way, the only method of making it a half hot - half
switched and half unswitched - is to run another wire to it. Question: I have a switch that is
controlled by an outlet. I replaced the outlet with a different color. Now when I use the switch
the outlet stays powered. I have snipped the connectors between the 2 brass screws. I have 2
red wires in the top and 2 black wires in the bottom. One of the screw and one in the hole on the
back. What did I do wrong? Answer: Somewhere you have connected a switched wire with an
unswitched wire. I suggest you check each wire for power with the switch on and then off. If
necessary, remove all the wires but one, check the outlet for power, and then use a different
wire. Any and all wires that are unswitched must be together, and any wires that are switched
must be together. Question: If an outlet is already wired to a switch, does breaking the tab keep
one live and the other activated by the switch or is the additional wiring needed? Answer: If the
outlet is already switched, but the tab is not broken, it means that both halves are switched. If
you break the tab one half will be switched and the other half permanently dead. It requires
additional wiring to make half the outlet switched and half permanently hot. Question: I have a
half-hot outlet as you describe where half is always ready for plugin and the other half is off
connected to a light switch. I removed the wall plate and this is what I found: 2 black, 2 white
and one red wire. The black wires are on one side and white wires on the other side. The red is
connected to one of the black wires. With this configuration, can I replace this old outlet with a
USB outlet? Answer: No. You cannot separate the two hot terminals on that outlet, or any other
USB outlet I've seen. Both sides would have to be on all the time, but if you can accept that it
would work. Question: Can you put a USB outlet with the top always on and the bottom on a
switch? Answer: Assuming you mean outlets that include a USB port or two along with the
normal two outlets, it would depend on the manufacturer. If there are two brass screws for the
black wire, and a breakable tab between them, it might be possible. You would have to break
that tab and wire first the top, then the bottom, checking each time to see if the USB ports are
hot. If they are hot with the top wired, but not the bottom, then you can probably wire the outlet
as a half hot. If they are hot both ways, it is likely that the screws are connected internally, and
you cannot switch just half of the outlet. Question: I have a outlet ran off a switch. What is this
scenario? Answer: It sounds like the entire outlet is switched, but with a red wire there I would
suspect that there is a black wire somewhere back in the box, likely feeding other outlets. If
there is you can check to verify that it is hot all the time and that it is on the same circuit turn
the breaker off and see if both it and the red go dead. If that's the case the outlet could be
turned into a half hot by using the black and following directions in the article, cutting the tab
on the brass side and putting both the black and red wires on it. Question: Considering p

duplex receptacle, if I break the tab, can both receptacles supply 20 amps? Answer: Yes. The
outlet configuration - the physical design of the holes - determines what can be plugged into it.
As both "halves" are the same configuration, either one can provide 20 amps. You should note,
however, that trying to pull 40 amps from one 20 amp circuit will absolutely trip the breaker.
Question: Can I add receptacles to this outlet when completed? I want to add two more
receptacles that will always be hot. Would I have to make a junction box before the half hot
receptacle to add more receptacles? Answer: The answer is easy enough - you can add more
outlets very easily. Simply splice into the wire going to the permanently hot side of the half-hot,
and splice into the neutral wire and ground as well. Run those wires to the new permanently hot
outlets. Question: I have a single bulb light fixture that also has an outlet as part of the fixture.
Is there any way to convert it to such that the outlet stays hot while the switch controls only the
light? Answer: It might or might not be possible, depending on the fixture and whether you can
access the internal wiring. But if it is, you will likely have to add a wire between the switch and
the fixture. Question: I just moved into a new place and in the kitchen, both the dishwasher and
garbage disposal are plugged into the same outlet that's connected to the switch. How do I
undo one of the outlets so I don't have to run the garbage disposal the entire time I was my
dishes? Answer: Turn the power off and remove the outlet from the wall box. If there are two
cables, both with a black and white wire, and one from each cable are spliced together with a
wire nut and does not go to the outlet, you may be able to pull power from there and follow the
directions here to remove the small tab and make a half hot. If there is only one cable in the box,
you will have to get an additional wire up to the switch to get power to make half the outlet
permanently hot. Question: How would you come off the first half-hot outlet to hook up multiple
outlets in the configuration? Answer: Assuming the first is a half hot, splice into the black,
permanently hot, wire to add more outlets that remain hot all the time. Or, if the outlets are to
also be half-hots, use a three conductor plus ground to install between the outlets and splice
into both the hot line and the switched line. Question: If in the case of a half-hot switched
receptacle where the power is coming from the receptacle box, if the neutral wire is capped in
the switch box, why can't the neutral wire just be snipped at each end of the three-conductor
Romex? Answer: If you simply cut the wire in the outlet box, it is not a neutral, just a wire
covered with white insulation. Code requires a neutral in the switch box, thus the necessity to
splice it to a neutral in the outlet box. It is required to stop a homeowner or someone else from
using the ground wire as a neutral, leaving the circuit without a ground. Question: One line goes
to all outlets in a room; connected to a switch. Only one is currently a half hot outlet. Can
another one of the outlets be changed to a half hot, leaving two as regular and two operated
with the same existing switch? Answer: It might be possible, but it would require that each
outlet have the same wires in it. A half hot requires two colored wires, usually black and red, but
it could be two black wires. If it is to pass power to another outlet that is also half hot, it will
require two hot wires plus the white and ground. That means there are at least eight wires in the
box: 4 hot colored wires, two whites, and two grounds. While it is possible that the switched hot
wire is available in each box, it is unlikely. If it is, though, you can make any or all of the outlets
half hots. Question: In wiring a switched half-hot outlet that gets Its power from the outlet box if
the end of the white neutral wire is capped in the switch box, why can't the end of that wire also
be capped in the receptacle box? It is serving no purpose in the circuit. Answer: I can only
speculate as to why the writers of that rule included it, but without a neutral in the switch box,
there is no legal or safe method starting a new circuit there. A second switch could be added to
operate a new light fixture, for instance, but it needs a neutral. Too many times a homeowner
will use the uninsulated ground wire as a neutral to accomplish what they want, and the result is
an ungrounded circuit where there should never be one. Many dimmer switches, which are
becoming more popular, require a neutral as well. So I believe the writers of the electrical code
took notice of what was happening out in the field and took steps to eliminate problems down
the road, either from electricians too lazy to do the job right or from homeowners that didn't
understand just what they were doing. It is true that an extra wire in the switch box can be used
as a neutral, but only if the other end can be located and tied to an existing, properly installed
neutral. That isn't always an easy task 10 years down the road when no one remembers where
all the wires went to! So it is required to be spliced into a true neutral. Question: When wiring
four half-hot receptacles to a wall switch, I realize that the tabs have to be broken out on the
brass side. Is this for all the receptacles or do I leave the last one end of line intact? Answer:
Break them all. If even one, anywhere in the set, is left intact both halves of ALL of them will be
"on" all the time. Leaving one intact has the effect of connecting the red switch leg to the black
permanent hot wire, making the switch useless as the red wire is then hot all the time, the same
as the black wire. Question: I am using an old lighting switch lights are daisy chained with
overhead light coming off a switched outlet. I made a mistake breaking off both tabs hot and

neutral thinking I needed hot switch wire separated from the neutral post jumped neutrals back
together. Now both outlets work, but now my light won't work correctly. I connected the fixture
to my neutral pigtail and the wire off neutral side red switch after outlet, but there is no light. Do
you have any advice? Answer: If the outlet is switching on and off properly, and the lights are
wired to the neutral and switched hot wire as described they should work. Check you
connections again and make sure they are all tight. Question: I had a half-hot receptacle and
replaced it with a NEW surge receptacle Decora which cannot isolate any half. I am now using it
as a full duplex switched receptacle. I disconnected the unswitched hot and put wire nut on it
and put the other switched hot on the receptacle. I connected the two neutrals to the receptacle
along with the ground. Answer: The bigger question is why you have two neutrals in the box. It
sounds like you are feeding a second outlet as a half hot; if so that red wire should be
connected to another red but not the outlet. It is also possible that your home is of more recent
construction and the switch has a neutral in the box as required by code, but is not connected
to anything. Either way, both neutrals should be connected in what used to be the half hot box,
and terminating them both on the neutral screws serves this purpose. Leave them as they are,
with both connected to the outlet. Question: Can a flipping switch shift the power from the
upper half to the lower half of an outlet? Answer: Yes, but it would have to be a three-way
switch and wired in a completely radical way with additional wires between the switch and
outlet. Normally there is no possible reason to do that, so it is usually never done. Question:
Multiple outlets wired half hot with the red wire in one room in our house. I only want one outlet
half hot. I replaced the outlets and did not break the tabs off on the brass side. Can I just break
the tab off of the outlet I want switched or do I need to cap off the red wire on all the other
outlets? Answer: If the switched wire is the red one it will have to be capped off at any outlet
that you don't want switched. It will be used to feed the other switched outlets; if you leave it on
even a single outlet without breaking the tab all of the outlets will be hot all the time. Question:
Which side is typically the switched side of an outlet? Half of my house is right. The other half is
left. I happen to be switching out the colors on one of the sides so I might as well make them all
the same. Answer: I guess which side depends on which end of the outlet is up. The side with
white wires is never switched; it is always the black wire that is switched. And you don't change
the colors because the outlet is mounted in what most would consider "upside-down"; the black
wires always go to the brass screws, not the silver ones. Question: I have power coming to a
receptacle. It's a half and half with the top half controlled by a switch. At the switch, the neutral
is capped off. I want to put a switch next to it to run to my porch light. Do I have to run a
separate feed line, or can I go off get power off of the existing switch that's there? Answer: If
there is a capped off neutral in the switch box, you can put in a second switch for another light,
just as you want to do. You will have to figure out which of the existing switch wires is
permanent, and hot and splice into that wire to supply the new switch. Question: I'm installing a
2nd "Half hot" switch right next to an existing one to power another light fixture, When i opened
the existing " Half hot " switch box it contained two black wires and a green ground. What do i
do with the White wire from my new light fixture? Answer: Unfortunately, this is not unusual.
Older homes very often do not have a white, "neutral", wire in the switch box. Modern electrical
code requires a neutral in every switch box, but that did not used to be the case and a great
many switches do not have a neutral there. You will have to run a new wire, black, white and
ground, from another source into the switch box. The preferred source is the outlet that the
switch is operating. That new power source can then be used to operate the new switch and
light fixture. I know this is not the answer you want, but it is the only way to make the new light
work. Question: I would like one switch to control two half hot outlets. Answer: If power enters
the switch first, each outlet will require a hot wire, a switched wire, a neutral and a ground. This
cannot be accomplished with a single wire - it will require a from the switch to one outlet and a
to the other one. If, however, the power feed originates in an outlet a from the switch to each
outlet plus a from outlet to outlet can be made to work as 2 half hot outlets. Question: We have
an outlet under the kitchen sink that is switched for the disposal but we just bought an Insta Hot
and I was wondering if we can make one outlet hot all the time while leaving the other for the
disposal, can this be done by just breaking the tab off as you described? Answer:
Unfortunately, no. I hate to be the bearer of bad tidings but it is very unlikely that there is a wire
in that box that is always hot. It is possible, and you can turn the power off and pull the outlet
out of the box to see what is there, but if there are no other wires but those terminated on the
outlet you would have to run another wire from the switch to the outlet. Simply breaking the tab
off as it is will do nothing but make half the outlet permanently dead, not live. Answer:
Assuming they are on a 15 amp circuit they probably are , yes. You will, of course, need an
already existing outlet that is half switched or will need to add a switch yourself. Question: I
have a 3 way switch for a light bulb. Is it possible to add a full power outlet to this set up?

Answer: You don't indicate where you want to pull wire from to supply the new outlet, but you
will need permanent power and a neutral at that point. Neither the switch nor the light fixture is
likely to have both available, although it is possible, depending on how the room was wired in
the first place. I broke the tab for the brass colored screws and checked the voltage at the
switch. Both terminals are seeing voltage all the time. What should I try next? Answer: Either
the switch is bad or it is wired incorrectly. Check that one of the wires at the outlet goes on and
off with the switch, after removing it from the outlet. If it is then the new outlet has a problem or
the brass tab has not been completely removed. If it is not then the switch is either wired
improperly or is defective. Question: I have two outlets controlled by switches. Two outlets are
for nightstand lamps. One switch is by the door and one by the headboard. All the other outlets
are linked. I removed one outlet with 3 black 1 red and 4 white. Now I have only two half outlets
operated with the switch and the rest are dead. I reconnected the wires but no luck. I went from
push in wire outlets to simple screw type connectors. Any ideas on what is wrong? Answer:
Somewhere you have left a wire out of your connections. With 3 black and one red wires, there
should be only 3 white wires one of them in a cable with a black and a red , yet you have 4
neutrals. This indicates there are 4 cables and that one of the black wires is not connected.
When I pulled out the old outlet it had the two white wires around the silver screws, the two
black wires around the copper screws, the ground wire in the green. But it also had a smaller
gauge white and black wires each stuck directly into the back of the outlet. What do I do with
them? Answer: It sounds like you have 3 cables entering the box, all feeding other outlets. The
best solution is to put all three white wires, plus an additional one about 6" long, into a wire nut.
This connects all three plus your new "pigtail" together. Do the same with the black wires. Then
use the new "pigtails" to terminate on the new outlet. There will be a small slot near the wires
stuck into the rear of the old outlet. Push a small screwdriver or other tool into the slot to
release the spring holding the rear wire. Question: I need another outlet for my iron in the closet
of a two-story home. There is a light switch in there. In layman's terms, can I have the switch
changed to a wall switch and outlet combination? I want to know if it can be done before I
schedule an electrician. Answer: It might be possible - it depends on how the wiring was done.
If there is an unused neutral in the switch box then it will work, but many switch boxes do not
have the necessary neutral. You will have to remove the switch from the box and see if there are
white neutral wires that do not connect to the switch. You cannot make a GFCI a half hot outlet.
You can switch the entire outlet, but it may result in tripping the GFCI occasionally. Probably
not, but it could. Question: I am trying to get power to my dishwasher from a nearby outlet. The
outlet has a red and black wire in the two hot holes, and a white common across from the red.
How do I wire in my 3 wire to power the dishwasher? Note - the outlet has constant power to
both plugins, no matter the position of any nearby switches. Can I remove the red and cap it,
and then attach both hot and common wires as well as grounds? Answer: It sounds like you
have a switched outlet, perhaps with the switch disabled. The best way to accomplish adding an
outlet would be to remove the black from the existing outlet and splice it to the black to the new
outlet plus a short, 6" jumper wire. Put the jumper back to the outlet where the existing black
wire was. Attach the white to the unused terminal with the other white on the outlet and splice
the ground to the ground going to the existing outlet, again with a short jumper so it can be
re-attached back where it was. If you find the switch turning that outlet off, try changing the
black to the red wire on the existing outlet. If the existing outlet is indeed switched, the small
tab between the red and black wires will have been removed. If you only remove the red and
attach the new black where it was, it will not work - by splicing to one of the existing wires and
maintaining the terminations, everything will work. Answer: The national electric code now
requires that there be a neutral wire in every switch box. If that white wire is not hooked up on
the outlet side then it cannot be considered a neutral. This is done so that timers and dimmers,
some of which require a neutral, will work. In addition, everything is already there to run another
device, whether an outlet, light or something else, if need be. In the past, too many people have
used the ground wire as a neutral, which may work but is not safe. Assuming that the white
wires are not attached to the switch, but spliced together, continuing on to the outlet without
touching the switch, the circuit should operate. It sounds as if you are losing that neutral
connection somewhere. Re-check the splice at the switch as well as the termination to the GFCI
outlet. Only if there is a wire in the box that is the constant hot for that circuit. There probably is,
but no guarantee - you will have to open the box and see if there are any wires that do not go to
the outlet. If there are, you will have to check that they are hot, no matter where the switch is,
and that when the breaker to that circuit is turned off they are dead. If you find that to be true it
would be very simple to change it to a half-hot, following the instructions given here. Yes, the
electrical rules in Europe and the UK are very much different than in the US, starting with volts
in outlets as opposed to the US volts. In the case of the half hot outlets in the US it is usually

done as an alternative to ceiling light fixtures; a half hot outlet, with a switch located
somewhere convenient for lighting, will have floor lamps plugged into it. In that manner the
room can be lit from a remote location across the room perhaps without having a ceiling light.
This is interesting. We don't have anything like this. Before BS sockets were introduced
however, two pin round plugs with a side earth were common. Usually these were single gang
and sometimes controlled by a switch above the socket. There is no possible way for me to tell
what those extra black wires are. But you have a much greater problem with the lack of ground;
under that circumstance you are required to use a GFCI outlet and you cannot make those into
a half-hot. I have an outlet on a switch trying to make it half hot. There is no ground, and there
are three black wires folded over and not attached. Would I splice the three black together and
use it like the red? As long as you don't overload the capacity of the switch it should work. The
one I looked at was rated for 15 amps, which is most likely what your breaker is as well. I want
to turn one outlet into a network controlled outlet in order to integrate my stereo amplifier into
my control system. You would wire them as any other GFCI feeding a "load" that you wish
protected. Incoming power to the "line" terminals and outgoing wires to the yard terminating on
the "load" terminals. I suspect you're going to have trouble with the GFCI's tripping unless you
run two neutral wires, one for the black and one for the red wire, and keep them separate. If this
is done you will also have to break out the tab on the white wire side of the outlet. The problem
is that a GFCI monitors the current on the neutral and hot wires; when they are unbalanced it
will trip. What you are describing, with both red and black wires having current at different
times, but using a GFCI that carries the current for both of them, will almost certainly show up
as an unbalanced current. I have 12 gauge wires red,black,white, green , and I'm running my red
wire from a timer in my garage going out to the back yard with 3 half hot outlets. Now I'm
running wires through 2 gfi outlets, one for the red wire and one for the black wire. How should I
wire the gfi's and then on to the 3 outlets in the back yard along the fence line? Other
possibilities are that the red and at least one black are hot all the time. The switch could be bad,
though that would be unusual. I am trying to do the half hot outlet. The outlet is coming from
another outlet that is not half hot and is controlled by a wall switch. I have two white wires on
one side and on the brass side I placed the red wire in the top section each side of this outlet
has holes for 4 wires and placed the two black wires in the bottom two holes. The outlet is still
hot all the time. Liz: If the replaced outlet was switched, but the tab not broken, it means that the
entire outlet was switched, not just half of it. When you put both the switched wire and the hot
wire onto an outlet without the tab broken it will remain hot at all times. Either break the tab,
making only half of it switched, or remove the hot wire and leave just the switched wire on it. I
am just replacing an outlet that is controlled by the switch in a room with multiple outlets. The
one I'm replacing doesn't have the tab removed but when I replaced the the outlet, it didn't work
with the switch. What am I missing? I have a double gang box that I want to put 2 duplex
receptacles in, there are black white and red wires as well as the ground wire, how should it be
wired. Dave: If separate wires are pulled between the switch and the light and the switch and the
outlet it will not be difficult to re-do the connections in the switch box to make the outlets hot
permanently. If not - if the light wire originates in the outlet box for example - you will need new
wire. Currently I have a duel outlet controlled by a switch when switch is off no power to the
outlets how can I make both outlets hot while maintaining the on off switch for the lights. You
can turn the fan, on or off by adding a 3 wire cable from the fan to the switch. But be aware that
you will not be able to control the fan speed with just a switch; it will be either on or off. At
present I have a switch controlling the outlet. The outlet 18" above floor and switch 4' above
floor are separated 32". The hot from the source is in outlet box. I am now installing a ceiling fan
which has a remote control facility. If i would like to a switch to control the ceiling fan, I have
installed 2 wire cable to the remote control box located at the fan and I have taken down the
cable up to the existing switch. Please advice. Thank you. Impossible to tell for sure, but best
guess is to splice them together, along with a short 6" piece of wire. The additional piece goes
to a brass screw, where the tab has been broken off. This assumes that black is the permanent
hot and that it is feeding additional outlets downstream from the half hot one. This is in line with
2 white wires being present. Wiring a switch outlet,2 white wires on the silver,red wire on
brass,but I have2 black wires,which one do I use. Sounds like all the outlets and lights are being
fed from the one switch, but only some were actually using it. Take the two wires that attached
to the same timer wire, and splice them together with a wire nut, along with a new 6" piece of
wire. That leaves you with two wires - one old and the new 6" piece - to go to the switch. If
you've forgotten which two black were hooked to the same timer wire you may have to play with
them, changing configurations, to get what you want, but in any case it sounds like two black
wires should be joined together and go to one switch terminal and the third black goes to the
other switch terminal. Hi, found this article while doing some searching and hope this is the

right place to ask some questions. The room has five outlets, one light switch and two pull
chords for lights in the closets. I broke the tab on a new outlet and replaced the old one to make
it half hot. I also replaced the old timer switch with a new switch. That worked for making that
outlet half hot so something could be plugged in one always on and the switch controlled the
other plug but then an outlet on the other wall did not work anymore and the closet lights did
not work. There are 6 wires in the switch, 3 white ones were all capped together and then two
black wires were attached to one of the wires from the old timer switch with the other black wire
to the other wire from timer. On the new lightswitch I have only two screws. Thanks for any
advice and sorry for long explanation just hoping to have it make sense. Greg: Yes to both
questions. You can make as many half hots and as many "normal" outlets on one circuit as you
wish. If you did not snip the tab on the second or third or fourth outlet, it will cause all outlets
on the circuit to remain hot all the time. The hot wire and the switched wire are connected with
that tab, making both wires hot all the time, whether in that outlet or another on the same
switch. Make sure you only snip the brass tab, not the one with the white wires. Not sure if my
previous ask got entered so will redo here. I replaced old outlets and switches with new ones.
One outlet was a half hot. The switch also controlled another half hot outlet but I didn't snip it;
must I do it also? The outlet I snipped has 2 white wires on left silver terminals. On right brass
side a red wire is on top and black on bottom. What could still be wrong? Unfortunately, you do
not have the wire necessary in the box to make a half hot - the permanent hot is missing and
only the switched hot is available. I have a switch only duplex that I want to make in to a half
hot. I very highly doubt that is a problem. You didn't say, but I assume you are checking
between ground or neutral and the switched wire - such things can often give a "false" reading
in that the voltage may technically be there, but there is no chance of significant amperage on
the circuit. And of course checking between the two hot lines will produce a voltage reading as
the current tries to flow through the meter, then the disposal and finally back to the panel.
Example - I once ran small wire all over the roof when young, as an antenna, without connecting
it to anything at all. It showed several hundred volts to ground, but was completely safe to
touch as there was micro amps at best. You are likely picking up a voltage "leakage" between
adjacent wires or even through the body of the outlet - conductors in close proximity will often
produce a voltage on the other simply through induction, but cannot support any kind of load at
all. I saw that recently using a tick tester in an outlet downstream from a tripped GFCI - the
tester showed voltage but I couldn't get a tiny water pump for a fountain to operate. Thanks for
the response. In one of the other threads, you told Kelly " A voltmeter would show power to
ground without a neutral, while the disposal wouldn't run ". Is the 52V I see on the switched side
of the outlet when the switch is off ok? The disposal seems to be properly controlled by the
switch runs when switched on, off when switched off? You should have the white from the
panel and a jumper from the black to the panel connected to the outlet, on opposite sides. If that
blows the breaker with nothing else connected to the panel wires then you either have a
problem with the new outlet or the panel wires are shorted together. The panel white and black
wires should never be connected together, although it is common to use a white on the wire
going to the switch to splice to the panel black wire. It is also possible that the original wiring
used a black wire to splice to the black panel wire, returning a white wire that should have been
painted black! It actually sounds like this is the problem; confusion over what color goes where
in those wires from the switch. One of the switch wires goes to the black panel wire and the
other to the brass terminal on the new outlet, regardless of what color they are. I'm assuming in
all this that the incoming power from the panel goes to the outlet box, not the switch box. Hey
Dan, We have an old house. Under the kitchen sink is a half hot outlet. Recently we changed the
outlet and now it is all messed up. I clipped the tab on the new outlet. The jumper splice black
from breaker, white to switch, jumper to outlet is in the outlet box. When the white is connected,
the breaker won't set. I found continuity between it and the white wire leaving the outlet.
Suspecting a short, I disconnected the white from the "jumper" splice and the switch and ran a
separate wire directly from the switch to the jumper splice in its place. Now I get both at V when
the switch is on but the switched side only drops to 52V when the switch is off. I'm confused. If
you splice your new pigtail to the incoming power to the GFCI and there is no power at the
switch then your splice is bad. Keep in mind that checking across the two wires at the switch
will indicate zero; you must check between one and the ground. Just in case, I'll mention that
you need to join the wires together splice them before the GFCI with a wirenut. You cannot put
your new wire to the other brass screw on the GFCI. Doesn't sound like you did, but I'll throw
that out there just in case. You should have three wires in the wire nut: the incoming power, the
pigtail to the GFCI and the pigtail to the switch. When you twist the wire nut on, grab the wire
nut in one hand and tug on each wire, separately, fairly hard. Better to come apart before
assembling everything than when you push it into the box and don't notice. I am using a voltage

meter, there is a neutral going to the outlets on the bottom, but no neutral on the switch. The
main power line was on the gfi so I spliced it to the switch, when I turn everything back on after
working on it the gfi outlet works but no power to the switch. That should have worked fine. No,
one wire size too small won't hurt with a short pigtail, though if it goes from the switch to the
outlet it should definitely be the right size. Probably 12 if it's in a kitchen - most of those are 20
amp circuits even in older homes. And switching an entire outlet is fine. I really don't know
where to go from here without being there to look at it myself. Are you sure your neutrals white
wires are tight and go to the outlet? You didn't say if you are checking for power with a
voltmeter or the disposal. A voltmeter would show power to ground without a neutral, while the
disposal wouldn't run. No, a bad breaker won't do that - it will just not put any power at all to the
outlet or power whether the breaker is on or off, though that would be rare. More likely is that
you have a poor neutral connection. Try plugging in something that requires a good bit of
power and see what happens. A vacuum perhaps, or a circular saw. A bad neutral could let
enough power through to run a night light, especially if it is an LED, but not enough to operate a
heavy appliance. Also I bought all new switches and GFI and outlets because my brother tried
working on it at first and he blow a few things we have no clue what we are doing so I wanted to
start with all working new equipment. I guess I should stick to my day job fixing body plumbing
is nothing like fixing wires in a house lol. I went to Home Depot and bought extra wire to make
all the pigtails but I think I bought the wrong gauge wire would that make a difference? Also is it
ok that one whole outlet is on a switch? Thank you so much for your help again. Normally that
switch would be running at least one half of at least one of those outlets. It is possible that it
doesn't, but that would be rare. Given that, I'd check the wiring at both switch and outlet.
Checking for power at the outlet might tell you something, and certainly looking at how it is
wired will - if there is only one "hot" wire to an outlet it is not a half-hot. Might be switched, but
not only half of it. A power check will also tell you if power is making it to the switch. Replace
switch or outlets as necessary. Try to figure out for absolutely sure where that switch wire is
going to. If none of that is helpful about all that is left is to run a new wire from the switch to an
outlet for the disposal. How can I get power to the switch to run the outlets on the bottom?
Assuming that none of those three fan wires is a ground, one is for the fan, one for the light
fixture in it and one neutral. You will need two switches to control it properly. Yes, the first
suggestion is to inspect or replace that switch. There is a possibility of a bad connection on the
first switch in the line as well. I recently had all the switched outlets on a circuit go bad. The
always hot still works fine but the switched outlet does not work at all. A breaker was not
tripped either. Perhaps the switch went bad? Thanks in advance for any suggestions! Just put
them in a wire nut together and twist the nut as if screwing a bolt on. When done, hold the nut in
one hand and tug on each individual wire with the other to verify that they are both snug. If they
are to come out, better to do it now than as you push them into the box where you can't see it
happen! Dan, thank you so much. I was considering going down the splicing route to see if it
would work, but since I wasn't sure, I figured I'd read a little first I've spliced elsewhere before,
so I'm comfortable with it, just wasn't sure if it would do the trick here. Thank you sir. Not at all what you are asking isn't a problem. Remove the switched wire from the outlet and cap it off
with a wire nut if there are two of them, splice them together. Either splice two short "jumpers"
to the permanently hot wire and terminate one on each of the brass screws or simply replace
the outlet with one that has not had the tab broken out. The intent here is to get the unswitched
hot wire to both top and bottom of the outlet. Be sure that any switched wires continuing on are
spliced together, though, or you will lose that switched power further down the line. Dan, thank
you for all of the input. One question - I have 5 half-hot plugs connected to the same wall
switch. Three of the 5 of them are pretty useless as half-hot and I'd love to change them to
"always on," leaving the remaining two controlled by the switch. I'm getting the impression that
is impossible Thanks, Dan. I have an electrician coming next week, and just needed to know
what to ask him to do. I appreciate your input. I'm sorry, but the answer is "No". You need a
green ground, a white neutral and TWO hot wires; one switched and one not. As it is the best
you can do is either a switched outlet or an unswitched, but you cannot have both. A half-hot, of
course, is both switched and unswitched depending on whether you are plugged into the upper
or lower portion. It is possible, however, that you could fish some new wire through, particularly
if the exit from the wall is directly under the switch. I have a switch above my sink that has a
dedicated 20amp breaker. The wires connected to the switch are white with black tape , black,
and green. From there, they are spliced to a white, black, and green wire enclosed in flexible
metal housing. The metal housing extends from the switch above my counters to the wall at the
back of my kitchen cabinets and out below my sink. I think the former owner was planning on
hardwiring a garbage disposal but never got around to it. As of now, the wires are capped off
and the breaker is off. However, I would like to use these existing wires under my sink to install

a half-hot outlet for my new plug-in disposal and a new dishwasher. Your article talks about red
wiring, but in my scenario there is no red wire. Is using the existing white, black, and green
wiring an option for a new half-hot electrical receptacle? Stephen: I can't imagine why a white
wire is spliced to two blacks and folded into the box except to provide power to the switch, but
also can't see that it would do any harm to add a pigtail to the blacks and terminate it on the
unused brass screw now that you have broken the tab off. The worst that could happen is that it
immediately blows the breaker or, if something really strange is going on, put volts into the
outlet somehow. Use a lamp to test it with if you don't have a tester - that way if there is too
much voltage you're out a light bulb instead of a vacuum cleaner or something. My guess is that
those black wires are the permanent hot and that the white is being used to provide a hot wire
to the switch; the returning black from the switch is used to provide switched power to the
outlet. You might look and see if that white and the black to the outlet are in the same outer
sheath; that they go together to wherever they end up. There are 2 black wires and another
white wire spliced together in the back of the box. Should I add a pig tail to that? Hi Birdfeeder.
First, the lack of a ground wire I assume there was none in the box - that they were not spliced
together and folded into the back of the switch box is a little troubling. Anything built in should
have a ground wire in the box, but probably not terminated on the switch. If it were my home I
would use it anyway, but it IS against code. Do check that there aren't some bare wires nutted
together, with no insulation on them at all, though - those would be ground. Your voltage is OK,
and is what you would expect when checking between two wires on a switch and turning the
switch on and off. You will need to determine which is hot all the time, though - with the switch
off, check between the two wires and a neutral white wire. If there is power between the black
for instance and the neutral when the switch is off then the black is hot and the yellow is the
switched wire - the one you want for the light. The neutral from the light will go to the other
whites in the box. This is assuming that there are white neutral wires in the box that go nowhere
but to another white. Not to any switch. At that time it was common to use the white as a switch
leg, and in that case it is not a neutral. The test above should tell you if there is a neutral there.
Dan, a clarification to my earlier question. Regarding the voltage difference, when I mentioned I
checked the voltage in an outlet, note that it wasn't the switched outlet but another outlet in
same room. Sorry for the confusion. Is this ok? I haven't opened the outlet box since it's behind
a dresser. How would I wire the switch to light the new ceiling fixture? Is this normal or should I
be concerned? Hi Steven. I'm afraid that unless there is another black wire that is hot all the
time in the outlet box you're out of luck here. Nothing you do with the white wires will do
anything to provide power to the upper half of that outlet - it requires a black wire. I'm guessing
here that with two whites in the box, that there is a pair of black wires as well, spliced together
with a wire nut and folded into the back of the outlet. If there is, try and add a short piece of
black wire to the splice and put the other end onto the upper brass screw. That's about your
only chance to make that outlet a half-hot. If there are no other wires in that box you will have to
run a new wire from the switch to the outlet - could get pretty messy. I have a switched outlet
that I would like to turn into a half-hot outlet. It's an older setup with 2 white wires connected to
the silver screws and 1 black wire connected to the bottom brass screw. I broke the tab between
the 2 brass terminals, and now the top outlet is dead. Should I connect the white wires
differently now that the tab is broken? It really sounds like you've lost a connection somewhere
in an outlet box. A wire has come disconnected and is no longer getting power. The switch leg
is obviously working fine, the permanent power at the box is working - everything is fine but the
single yellow wire in the first outlet. Check all the wires in each box, looking for a wire nut that
perhaps has come off or should have had another wire in it. Somewhere a connection has been
lost in the physical action of tugging wires around, taking them off the outlet and putting them
on the new outlet. I hooked up the second outlet, the same as the first also the same as the old
one I took out , the yellow to the lower brass and the black to the upper brass, the white to the
upper silver and ground to green. Now the second outlet is working perfectly! The upper part is
on always and the lower part of the outlet is controlled by the switch and can be turned off and
on! Unfortunately the first outlet has not changed, the upper part of the outlet is on always
which is correct, but the lower part of the outlet is not controlled by the switch, the lower part
never works. I am alright with this, but do you have any other suggestions to try to get the first
outlet lower part to work and be controlled by the switch? If not, no problem, I can live with it.
Firstfirm: Suggest you pull the switch from the wall and look at the wires there. It is possible
that the power from the breaker panel enters the outlet box first, then goes to the switch. If that
is the case, the switch leg of the circuit, from the switch to the outlet, may be white, and the
yellow wire spliced to it in order not to have a white wire on the brass screws. It is also possible
that by not wiring the second outlet which could actually be the first one , connections are not
being made that would provide power to the outlet in question. But in no case should a white

wire that goes to the white screws be connected to a wire going to the brass screws. That will
blow the breaker immediately. I have a single switch that controls the lower part of 2 separate
outlets. The switch controls the lower and the upper of both outlets are on all the time. When I
tried to replace the first outlet, I found a section on the yellow and white cables each with a
section that was stripped bare and might have been connected, not sure. I was concerned about
the 2 bare cables in the wall, so I taped each of them up separately not connected. I then
connected the new outlet - same as old one - yellow to the lower brass and the black to the
upper brass, the white to the upper silver and ground to green. When testing the new outlet it's
not working properly. The switch does not work. The upper part of the new outlet is on always
which is correct, but the lower part of the outlet does not work when you turn on the switch. The
lower outlet never works. Where is my cabling incorrect? Does the yellow and white need to be
connected for it to work properly? Is there a special outlet I need? And what do I need to know
to prepare for the second outlet installation? As long as the black isn't tied to a different
breaker, you're fine. If it was you have two circuits in each box and outlet, and very likely have
volts in the outlet boxes, which is OK but any such box and outlet needs labeled indicating that.
A more common method of accomplishing the task would be to use the black incoming to the
switch as well as continuing on to the outlet, with the red being the switched line. The red from
the panel box is then just capped off in the switch box. By doing that there is no possibility of
having dual circuits at each outlet, plus it is the common method, and any future work on the
outlets should be obvious what is going on. Thanks Dan. I did have an actual wire black, red,
white, ground. I just wire nutted the Black wires at the switch and used red for the hot to the
switch and then the switched side of the outlet and black then at first outlet for always hot side.
If this is what you did then yes, outlets can be wired as a half-hot. If, however, there is only a
black, white and ground going from the switch to the first outlet, and then on to others, you
cannot. You need that red wire. Thanks for this tutorial. Very clear thank you. I have source
power running from the panel to the switch and I have then running from switch to the first
outlet, and outlets belong that. Can I wire it this way? I ran it this way unfortunately and already
drywalled. You got it! That will distribute the 2 circuits around the room, using both of them in
equal amounts. The only real change is the in any given outlet there will be only one circuit
rather than two, and that's how it's normally done anyway. Depending on just how your outlets
were done, you will may have to nut two blacks together on the first outlet, along with a 6"
"pigtail" that goes to the outlet. This may well be already done in the box, though; otherwise
you would have had TWO blacks and TWO reds to each outlet so that there was a black and red,
both still hot, to supply the next outlet in line. Unless your outlets are switched, with a switch
somewhere in the kitchen, that would be very unusual , each outlet appears to have 2 circuits
going to it. Verify this if possible, by turning off the breakers. If that breaker is a two pole,
however, it will not be possible to turn off just one of the circuits. If this is the case, I would
suggest putting just one circuit to each outlet, with the other one being spliced on through in
order to feed the next outlet in the circuit. At the next outlet, use the other hot to feed the outlet,
splicing the first one through. Kitchens are required to have 2 circuits in them, and for good
reason; small appliances such as toasters or microwaves require considerable power. It seems
that the requirement was satisfied by making each outlet have both circuits, which I've never
seen done but is quite possible, but as long as both circuits are available you will still have the
power required. Just make sure that both circuits are being used, with approximately the same
number of outlets on each circuit. I assume that the hots are red and black, not two blacks. Take
considerable care in either case to never tie the two circuits together anywhere. If the outlets
ARE half hot, with one half of it switched, it will not be possible to reproduce that with the new
outlets. Instead they will all have to be made with the permanent hot supplying power. Or the
entire outlet switched, your choice. How should I deal with the extra hot wire? Yes, you can tie
them together with the hot feed but it will disable the switch and both will be hot all the time. Or
you could remove the wires from the switch and tie those two together, bypassing the switch.
Either way is quite legal. Can i make hot the switched outlets by tieing the red snd black wires
to the hot feed and be legal? If the power originates in the switch box then you will have to
install additional wire because that black wire is switched and you need both that and a
constant hot wire. If the power originates in the outlet then that white wire is most likely not a
neutral at all, but either a constant hot or a switched hot. Either way it should be marked,
usually by wrapping it with black tape, to indicate it is hot. In this case you already have a
constant hot in the outlet box, to run the outlet, and won't need any additional wire. You will
have to replace the wire from the switch to the disposal with a 3 conductor wire, using it to wire
a half hot outlet in the wall to plug both dishwasher and disposal into. It might be possible to
add both an outlet using the disposal wire and a second switch to control the disposal, again
addition a half hot outlet or two outlets into the wall. Either way will require running some new

wire to the wall, but if you could add a second switch in the same stud bay as the outlet it might
be easier to do that. If so, the first switch could be removed, with the wires simply spliced
through the box and a blank cover put on it. I'd like to add a dishwasher to the circuit but am not
sure how to connect to this wire because of the switch. The disposal is on a dedicated 20A
circuit. Stephanie: this can be done by wiring it to the same wires, both black and white, that are
used on the half of the existing outlet that is permanently hot. Presumably where the
dishwasher is plugged in. Simply splice into those wires, along with the green one, by removing
them and adding both the new wire and a new, short 6" piece in a wire nut with the short piece
going back to the outlet where the wire had been originally. Make sure that you use a new outlet
rated at 20 amps. Do be aware that you may well overload that circuit and blow the breaker. You
already have a dishwasher and disposal on the circuit; adding a coffee pot or other high current
appliance and trying to operate all three at the same time could easily overload the circuit. We
have a half hot outlet under our sink that runs our dishwasher as well as our disposal that is
connected to a switch. We are trying to add a separate outlet to our island through the same
circuit. Please help! That's great! Told you it was something simple, and likely a loose
connection. I've troubleshot enough of those to know! Glad you got it all working. You spliced
all red wires from the replaced outlet into one wire nut? None were left out? And the red wires
are the switched ones? If that is all that was done, then the other outlets must work. Suggesting
a loose wire in the wire nut that is not making good contact. Possibly, if you replaced the other
outlets, a poor connection there. If the switch was replaced, either the wiring is wrong there it
sounds right, though or a bad switch. Rare, but I have seen brand new switches that were
defective. I would carefully double check all work done for loose connections. Is it possible that
the red or black wires on the 4-way switch were swapped? Check that both wires on the end of
the 4-way switch are in a single cable the two wires on the same end must be in the same cable.
Whenever making connections, whether in a wire nut or under a screw, give each wire a good
hard tug to see if it will come out. Better now than later, as you install the outlet into the box and
don't notice a wire falling off. From your description this cannot be a major problem and when
you find it you're most likely going to hit yourself in the forehead with a loud "DOH! Don't give
up too easily. Current situation is that I followed your latest instructions for the outlet in
question. I removed the red wires switch function from the outlet and spliced them with a nut.
The duplex outlet is now hot. However, I have lost the "switched" function for the other outlets
in the room. One half bottom of each outlet is hot and the other half top is dead. Fyi, when I
installed the new outlet without removing the tab, of course the result was exactly as you said:
the outlets were totally "hot". I have replaced a total of 6 outlets in that room. And, it seems to
coincide with the "switched" function issue. Also, there are 3 light switches in the room. One at
the entrance and 2 others on the wall by the bed. I replaced the entrance switch and one of the
switches by the bed. The entry switch had 2 red and 1 black wire attached. I attached the black
wire to the black lower screw and a red wire above that, then the second red wire on the
opposite side. The one switch I replaced by the bed was a 4 pole switch. Yes, it will change the
instructions. If you hook up all the wires just as they were, without breaking off the tab on the
new outlet, every outlet on the circuit will be hot all the time. You must still remove the red or
whatever color is switched wires and splice them together with a wire nut if there is more than
one of them. If there is only one switched wire, cap it with a wire nut but do not terminate it on
the new outlet. That way the switched part of the circuit is still intact, still not connected to the
permanently hot wires, and can still function for the rest of the outlets on the circuit. It simply
isn't connected to the single outlet that you do not want to be switched. I want to add a wrinkle
to my wiring plan. I will replace the existing outlet with a new one. How would that change the
instructions you provided earlier? I'm going to assume that the top half is unswitched, and that
it has black wires going to it. Remove the red wires and splice them together with a wire nut.
They will now be attached together but will not go to the outlet. Add another wire to the black
wires. This will likely require removing them from the outlet and splicing the two existing black
wires, along with two short additional pieces of black wire, into one wire nut. Put the two ends
of the two short pieces onto the two brass screws of the outlet. The goal here is to provide
power to the lower outlet screw, where the red wire was, while keeping the two existing black
wires spliced together. Make required adjustments to these instructions, depending on which
half of the outlet is switched, and which color wire is switched. Again, the goal is to remove
switched wires from the outlet and then provide power to the terminal where they were, using
the unswitched wires to do so. Hi Dan, in a bedroom there are several electrical outlets, all half
switched. I would like to make one of these outlets all hot. The outlet has 2 white wires, 2 red
wires and 2 black wires attached. The other outlets are similarly wired. I tried replacing the
outlet and not removing the tab on the "brass" side, however, this resulted in just making the
switch non-functional. Any ideas?? You want to replace a half hot outlet with a switch dimmer

to run some LED lights. And you want to convert another half hot outlet into constant on. The
first outlet has a permanent hot, a neutral and hopefully a ground in it. Everything you need is
thus there to operate a switch and lights. If you want both switches to operate the new lights,
use the switched wire as a hot - if not, use the permanent hot as the hot wire. Note that this will
NOT be a three way switch setup - that both switches will have to be on in order to turn the
lights on if you choose the first option. The second outlet also has that permanent hot, neutral
and ground. All that is necessary there is to either replace the outlet OR to jumper the bottom
half onto the top half and cap off the switched wire, leaving it unused in the box. I have a
bedroom circuit, power into the switch, then into 2 receptacles on either side of the bed that are
switched at the top. I want to change one of these receptacles to a 2nd dimmer switch was well
as the first one and add 6 recessed LED lights. The remaining receptacle will be a hot-only
receptacle. IS this a possible scenario? Home Appliances. Air Conditioners. Water Heaters.
Home Improvement. Interior Design. Home Furnishings. Home Decor. Lawn Care. Pest Control.
Bed Bugs. Beneficial Organisms. Garden Pest Control. Rock Gardens. Related Articles. By
Eugene Brennan. By Brandon Lobo. By Rupert Taylor. By Matt G. By Silas Still. By Jerry Fisher.
By Sheila Brown. By Caren White. It only takes a minute to sign up. I'm going through my new
home and replacing my outlets. This was mostly fine, as the first outlet was very easy to
replace. For the most part, I just copied how the old outlets were setup by plugging in the wires
into the holes in the back and the "extra" ones screwing onto the side screws, and this worked
fine I hope. There are multiple wires because that is how wires are connected to gather to get
from the distribution box to the farthest outlet on the circuit. Where there are not enough
screws, you attach the outlets together with a connector with an additional short "pigtail" that
goes to the device. If there is not enough space, you change the box to a deeper one or a wider
one. Where you are installing a larger device, that may be required by code. Code has formulas
and tables that specify minimum box size. It is a bit difficult to follow and I don't recall how it
applies when a different type of device is installed. I think different types of devices are
assigned "fill factors" that may be marked on them. The box size may also be marked on it and
be readable by looking inside closely with a good light. Your photo appears to be a USA type
device. There may be local exceptions and additions, but there are usually not many. That and
the NEC guide book are often available in public libraries. Also NEC required any connection to
be inside junction boxes that can be opened for inspection. Nothing like that is allowed to be
hidden inside a wall. State and local codes specify who is allowed to install or modify wiring,
what permits are required for each job etc. You can get away without following codes, but you
could run into trouble when you go to sell your house. The Leviton site makes it clear that the
side screws are designed for a wire to be looped around in the shape of a shephards's hook.
NEC requires terminals that are designed for more than one wire to be so marked. Those types
of terminals generally have a groove for each wire or some other mechanism to hold two wires
securely. NEC requires all devices to be used and installed in the way they are designed to be
used and installed. Circuits are usually in strings of junction boxes, daisy chained. They can
fork, too, and in that case you'll have cables needing to be spliced. If you're finding places
where the backstabs AND the screws were used, you're looking at shoddy workmanship.
Generally you're only allowed to use backstabs OR screws. That only allows 2 connections on a
common socket. In any case, if you have more wires than screws, use a pigtail. Put a 6" section
of wire on hot and neutral on the socket, then wire-nut it to the other relevant wires. In fact,
many electricians dislike backstabs. They don't grab well. They're single-use: prying out the
wire and reusing the hole makes them weaker. Heavy loading heats them, which weakens the
spring. They're not even legal for grounds. What do you expect with 4 backstabs in a cent
socket? Those allow up to 2 wires per screw, or 4 wires per side. Above below? Don't hook up
branch circuits like that anywhere else , least of all North America! This saves on the amount of
wire needed since nearby outlets can be daisy-chained instead of requiring wires from the
circuit breaker to each outlet. Take a look at the general schematic for wiring outlets below. You
can see that each outlet is wired in parallel like I said. Install pigtails if there is more than one
cable in the box. Join the bare copper or green insulated ground wire to the ground wires in the
circuit cables using a wire connector, following the manufacturer's directions. Do the same with
the white neutral wires, then the black hot wires, so you have one ground, one white, and one
black pigtail. Note: If the electrical box is metal, install an additional grounding pigtail and
connect it to the ground screw on the box, as described in the next step. The outlet will have its
own separate grounding pigtail. How to Wire and Install an Outlet. Sign up to join this
community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Ask Question. Asked 4 years, 1
month ago. Active 2 years, 3 months ago. Viewed k times. Can I do anything to deal with all
these extra wires? They make it harder to screw in the outlet because it is so crammed in there.
Improve this question. Machavity Could you add a picture of one of the old outlets? Please do

not follow TomCarpender 's advice. By the way, that photo is insanely wrong. First, the drawing
diagram shows hot and neutral on the same side, not impossible but I've never seen it done.
Second, screws are properly brass for hot and silver for neutral. This photo shows both brass
reasonable on the neutral side very very wrong. Third it claims the screws are the same color
yet different poles. The photo is a trick of the light, the legend must be wrong. Or it's a severe
case of China Syndrome. I agree that these screws "look" gold, however I am confident this is
an artifact of the color balance of the photo remember when the Internet exploded over "is the
dress gold or is it black? Without a pause I would place a monetary bet that left side when
ground is down is always Neutral per NEC, for one reason being there is always a tab "joining"
both screws you can break it off for circuit independence. Allowing random polarity placement
would kill the color blind. The outlet does indeed have a brass, silver, and green screw as
identified in the photo, even if the photo colors are not really identifiable. Show 1 more
comments. Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Charles Cowie Charles Cowie. Here are
relevant instructions from Leviton. Add a comment. Extra wires go to downstream sockets or
loads Circuits are usually in strings of junction boxes, daisy chained. Shoddy workmanship If
you're finding places where the backstabs AND the screws were used, you're looking at shoddy
workmanship. UK is unique Above below? Harper - Reinstate Monica Harper - Reinstate Monica
k 14 14 gold badges silver badges bronze badges. Hey I'm no fan of backstabs, but you seem to
be suggesting that "mixing" screws and backstabs is against code. Are you in fact saying this,
and any chance you have a reference so I could take a look? Now I always take time to make a
pigtail, but if it was against code to use screws-with-backstabs then I will go redo some of the
first outlets I set up. Regardless, As a practical thing, "using screw and backstabs is bad" is a
subset of "using backstabs is bad". I did a little more searching and found the NEC is
apparently silent on the issue, "however" UL expressly prohibits it -- which makes it fall under
more general NEC prohibition re: usage. Addison Addison 1 1 bronze badge. Frank Duffey
Frank Duffey 9. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using
Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on
Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Related 1. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. Quick Links Download this manual. Tools
needed to install your Timer Switch. Your device may include color options. To change color of
the face,. Identifying your wiring application most common :. NOTE: If the wiring in your wall
box does not resemble any of. Second Traveler â€” note color. Tag that wire with electrical tape
and. Single Pole One location or 3-Way Multi-location. Pull off pre-cut insulation from timer
leads. Make sure that. Remove insulation from each wire in the wall. For non-standard wiring
applications, refer. This wire is used in 3-way installations only. For single pole installations, do
not remove insulating label. Ensure no strands are exposed. NOTE: Maximum wire length from
timer switch to all installed remotes. This traveler from the timer switch must go to the terminal
screw on the. NOTE: Maximum wire length from timer switch to last remote cannot. The
matching remote must be installed in a wall box with. A Neutral wire to the. If you are unsure
about any part of these instructions, consult an. NOTE: Maximum wire length from dimmer to all
installed remotes cannot. This traveler from the remote must. This traveler from the switch must
go to the terminal. Testing your Switch prior to mounting in. NOTE: Dress wires with a bend as
shown. If loads do not turn ON, refer to the. Restore power at circuit breaker or fuse. Timer
Leviton decora Installation Instructions Single pole one location or 3-way multi-location
universal electronic switch and program timer 2 pages. Page 2 Leviton Manufacturing Co. This
warranty excludes and there is disclaimed liability for labor for removal of this product or
reinstallation. Print page 1 Print document 2 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. My List. Product
Features. Torque Range: 14 â€” 18 in. Terminal screws accept up to 12 AWG copper or
copper-clad wire Quickwire push-in terminals accept 14 AWG solid copper wire only Shallow
depth for maximum wiring room Double-wipe power contacts for reliable conductivity and plug
retention Heavy-gauge zinc-plated steel mounting strap Additional material added to strap to
help reinforce and prevent excessive bending of the break-off tabs Shutter mechanism inside
the receptacle blocks access to the contacts unless a two-prong plug is inserted, helping
ensure hairpins, keys, etc.
2012 honda civic ac not working
2000 gmc sierra recall
1997 cadillac deville interior
Product Bulletin. Dimensional Data. Instruction Sheet. Wiring Diagram. Product Cleaning
Instructions. Technical Information. Features and Benefits. Related Products. Where to Buy.
Online Distribution Retail. Main Menu. Leviton Statement. Automation - Smart Home. Motion

Sensors. Plugs and Connectors. Color Change Kits. Decora Smart Overview. Adapters and
Extensions. Wall Switch Motion Sensors. Connected Home. Voice, Data, Video Distribution.
Power Supplies. Voice, Data, TV Panels. TV Distribution. Full Size Panels. QuickPlate Wallplates.
QuickPort Wallplates. Single-Gang Wallplates. Access Control. Submetering Products.
Electrical Wiring Devices. Network Solutions. Building Automation. Taps and Adapters.
Compact Type. Candle Socket. Shell Lampholders. Network Solutions Home. Medical Grade
Power Strips. Temporary Power Boxes. Manual Motor Controllers. Surge Protective Modules.
Portable Outlet Boxes. Commercial Buildings. Strategic Alliances. Network Technology
Alliances. Download Email.

